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Life in a K-9 unit with Brian Carr
Canines and Felines, Oh My!
Bee beards and other buried treasure
On Wisconsin!
BRIAN CARR (Albuquerque, NM)

A dog can’t lie. They’ll tell you everything
you need to know, if you know them well
enough. Use their ears as a sighting device, they’ll put you within a few degrees of
that sound you didn’t hear. Their eyes can
pick up subtle movements in low light conditions. And their noses can find anything.
I ran two police service dogs (PSD) during
my 20-year career with the Albuquerque
Police Department. Their heightened senses allow a handler and PSD to search an
area for felony offenders more efficiently,
safer and faster. The handler controls the
PSD by directing the search and by keeping their attention on the PSD – to look for
changes in behavior.

Toto, I don’t think we’re in Kansas anymore.
That’s right,‘88s -- the newsletter has gone from black and white to
full Technicolor splendor! We thought it would be fun to profile ‘88
wizards and scarecrows, but, sadly, we discovered a dearth of these
in our class. Instead, we turn to Toto, that adorable mutt who remained a courageous (he fought the Witch), intelligent (he pulled back
the curtain), and loyal companion to Dorothy. In Toto’s honor, we salute ‘88s and their pets… Ann Jackman and Julie Pelkan Glusker
We responded one night to a campground
in Albuquerque, in which five suspects had
fled from a stolen SUV. One offender had
fired a shotgun at the initial pursuing officer.
Mück located every suspect without incident, despite the presence of campers. He
demonstrated exemplary performance and
we worked effortlessly as a team. It was
my proudest moment with him.
When I was promoted, Mück was retired,
and I was allowed to keep him. Until his
passing, he would bark at 7:00 pm, our
former reporting time, asking me to take
him to work.

In 2002, as a K-9 Sergeant, I was paired
with two-year-old Hunter, a tall Belgian MaBrian with Hunter in 2006
linois. Hunter was anti-social, with strong averPSDs live with their handler, travel with
sions to water and having his paws touched, among other
them when on-call, and respond to all K-9 search and SWAT
peculiarities. I stopped letting him jump on me. When he
activations.
would look me in the eye I could tell he was sizing me up.
Handlers
are responThey say it takes three years to develop a strong handler
sible for
team. My experience with Mück taught me that positive
the health,
reinforcement, consistent training, and respect for your
welfare and
partner are far superior to a battle of wills using negative
actions of
reinforcement. Hunter and I came to an understanding
their partthat allowed us to operate as an effective team. He had
ner at all
an incredible focus once he was in scent and became
times. It’s
quite obedient and responsive to my commands, to the
a marriage.
consternation of other handlers, who were afraid of him.
Brian and Mück (standing 4th from left) with the K-9 unit
Mück was
I transferred Hunter to my replacement when I was promotan experied from the unit. I gave him a quick nuzzle, and left without
enced seven-year-old German Shepherd I inherited in the
looking back, for fear I’d break.
mid-’90s. The other handlers called him a “push-button
dog” because he wasn’t obstinate like their Belgian Malinois.
It was meant as an insult, but Mück was a thinker, a method- On a personal note, we recently rescued a brindle Plott
hound mix, Mila. It’s obvious she’d been abused, but the
ical worker, majestic, and gentle in social settings. We were
bond is growing stronger and she’s opening up to us.
good for each other. I was a young officer/handler eager to
catch people, he was the veteran who hadn’t yet seen a lot
of action. He kept me safe from myself and I involved him in There are no bad dogs, only bad handlers. Be good.
situations and environments he hadn’t operated in.
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LB (Laura
Busfield)
Kregenow and
David Kregenow’s 15-yearold flat-coat
retriever/Newfoundland mix,
Fargo.

Here is Toto’s
cuter cousin, Boaz,
faithful
companion to
Leanne Atencio
Martin and her
family. Boaz is a
coton de Tulear.

Sheri (Burkholder) Fosdick celebrates the Christmas season with
Cosmo, the family Labrador (or alien,
she’s not quite sure).

Chilling on Nick Nobili’s floor: Molly (7), a golden retriever, who arrived “free to a god home,”
rests her head on Clyde (11), a yellow lab that
Nick adopted two years ago from his terminally
ill owner.

Julie Zahniser is foster
mommy to sweet kitty, Honey
Toodles.

Jonathan Risch’s Lucy, a 10-monthold, strong-willed goldendoodle.
“Sometimes we feel that Lucy is short
for Lucifer. But overall, the family has
fallen for her.”

Dean Dietrich
shares the outdoors with Letty
(left), his retriever mix and
Lukas (right), his
border collie.

I call this one Chloe in a Kayak. Vicki Hansen enjoys a
sunny day with her 12-year-old golden retriever mix.
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Mark Russell: Jerry
(top), is a beagle
mix rescue dog,
and Aberdeen (bottom), staring down
the camera, is a
scotty. On the
beach in North
Shore, MA.

Kate Haffner’s
regal kitties,
Izzy and Theo.

Out in the woods with Tory, a 4-year-old rescue
dog of “uncertain heritage,” according to Angela
(Cross) Wilkes and Brent Wilkes.
Roberta Millstein
and her two hiking
poodles, Marley
and Peanut. “People think of poodles (especially
small poodles) as
lap dogs, but they
love to hike! They
have even done
Moosilauke.”

Pebbles
and Prince,
two cavalier
King Charles
spaniels,
celebrate
Christmas
with Bill
Storo.

This adorable golden retriever pup, Daisy,
has brought lots of love and happiness
to Kim Fasolo-LoMonaco’s family after
they sadly had to say goodbye this year
to their dog Katie, a member of
the family for the last 14 years.

No, this is not a miniature cow.
It’s Heifer, the appropriately
named bunny belonging to Val
(Robins) Price’s family.

John Replogle’s bees,
30,000 strong. No word yet
on their names. Or whether
he stole them from Burt.
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BIG 5-0

It’s here, everyone! No
longer can we avoid the inevitable. Yes, in 2016, 79%
of us will be turning 50! For some, it has already come
to pass, and perhaps it is to them we can turn to seek
wisdom and guidance and party tips. How do you plan
to celebrate? We want to know. All year long in the
newsletter and the Dartmouth Alumni Magazine class
notes, we will be featuring your party plans. A quiet
dinner at home with the family? Scaling Mt. Everest?
Growing a bee beard? Send your stories to
Jere Mancini at d88correspondent@gmail.com or to
Ann Jackman and Julie Pelkan Glusker at
d88newslettereditor@gmail.com

The

Michelle (Stowe) Ong is calling all ‘88s to come celebrate 50
at the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival in April. As a
long-time veteran of this musical festival, I strongly encourage
you all to go. It will be a memorable and fun way to commemorate this momentous year! Way to go, Michelle!
Also, Margie (Wallace) Gibson is planning a Class of ‘88 50th
birthday celebration this fall, in Hanover as well as around the
girdled earth. Be on the lookout for an e-mail survey regarding
these ‘88 worldwide party plans!

February Frenzy!
And the winner is…
With the success of our March
Madness pool last year (which will
return in 2016), the class of ’88 is
launching the inaugural Academy Awards pool
to coincide with the Oscar telecast on February
28. Sonja Kuftinec and Jen Taylor Hendrick
have volunteered to coordinate what should be
a fun and competitive ‘88 virtual reunion. So roll
out the red carpet and ready your acceptance
speeches (don’t forget to thank your mom and
dad), and take home some swag prizes donated
by fellow ‘88s!
Look for more details in February on our
Facebook page and in a class e-mail.
If you would like to donate prizes, please contact
Jen Taylor Hendrick at

hendrickjennifer@aol.com
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IONS

MINI- and MICRO REUN

Sally (Johnson) Meier and Elizabeth Pike, sporting their Dartmouth Association of the Rocky
Mountains biking shirts, enjoyed
a bike ride (and presumably
some pumpkin) in the Colorado
Mountains.

olorado

Somewhere in C
Dartmouth On Location event: The ‘88s clustered with the
‘89s for a groovy evening catching the vibes of the Hippie
Modernism exhibit at the Walker Museum in Minneapolis.

Left to right: Sonja Kuftinec, Jeanne Cochran, Bob Striker,
Jane (Grussing) Lonnquist.

MINNEAPOLIS, MN
November, 2015

Marin County, CA Christmas ‘88s at the
home of Jen Taylor Hendrick.
Left to right: Jen Taylor Hendrick, Lisa
Bransten (back), Jeni Anderson, Randi
Barshack, Robin Joy, Amanda Hanson,
John Hommeyer, Clay Corbus, Catherine
Craighead Briggs, Dana Beard (back),
Carol Studier.

Marin County, CA
December, 2015

Dartmouth Association of the Rocky
Mountains summer picnic in Denver,
August, 2015
Left to right: Julia (Fulwyler) Brunner,
Keating Coffey, Tom Bloomfield, Cece
(Jablow) Bloomfield, Sally (Johnson)
Meier, Maura (O’Neill) Spangler, Paul
Steinwald, Steve Brunner.

DENVER, CO
August, 2015

STAY IN TOUCH!
Class of ‘88 Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/groups/dartmouth88/
Class of ‘88 Linked In page https://www.linkedin.com/groups/90725/profile
Class of ‘88 Website
https:// www.dartmouth88.org
www.dartmouth88.org

JEVIN EAGLE (Needham, MA)

Life is good. After 25 years in business, I’m in my second year of rabbinic school, pursuing my lifelong dream to be a rabbi. For Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur this year,
I had the great pleasure and honor of being student rabbi at Dartmouth College Hillel
and the Upper Valley Jewish Community. It was so moving to celebrate the holiest
days of the year at Dartmouth once again. And what a bigger blessing still to be up
in Hanover with my wife Janine (Rauch), whom I met at Dartmouth as a freshman
29 years ago. We were joined by our daughter, Roxy, who is in 8th grade at Solomon
Schechter in Newton, MA, and our other daughter, Jaclyn, who is a Dartmouth ’19.
Jaclyn’s advisor group is with our good friend, Bruce Sacerdote, ’90, Professor and
Department Chair in Economics.

More
‘88
News

BURIED TREASURES

What don’t you know about your fellow ‘88s? Golden nuggets of trivia, locked
away for years can finally be revealed!
Previously, on Buried Treasures, while trying to elicit some stories from our classmates, I shared my own story of creating
a piece of magnetic poetry with Harry Dean Stanton on the fridge in Timothy Leary’s kitchen. I promised a second nugget, so here goes: in the great words of Weird Al Yankovic, “I lost on Jeopardy.” Yes, despite leading for a few minutes
and winning both daily doubles (the answer to one was The Spice Girls, I’m sad to admit), I came in third, unable to get
the Final Jeopardy question to this answer: “Voltaire said of this place that it did not live up to its three names.” Guess I
should have paid more attention in history (or maybe English) class. Read below for more from your fellow ‘88s!

Please send in your buried treasures to d88newslettereditor@gmail.com
ADAM RABINER

After graduating in 1988, I headed that summer to Frogmore, South Carolina for Peace Corps stateside bee-keeper
training - my soon to be assignment in the Central African
Republic. For 10 weeks I tended my own hive, attended classes, and diligently read a book on apiculture. Our
beekeeping cohort also partook in other related activities
such as candle making, honey extraction, and batik. I am
ashamed to say that in addition to those wholesome activities somehow I managed to stimulate a male drone to the
point of ejaculation (there was some long forgotten lesson in
that). Finally, as you can see, I also volunteered for a beebeard, the point (bee)ing to face and overcome our worst
fears. In fact, it tickled a lot and was not particularly scary.

DIANE GSELL

When I was a kid, my family used to gerbil-sit for the Bourdains (Anthony’s family) when they traveled.
Sophomore year at Dartmouth, I started a small cooking club. Four of us took turns putting simple, homemade dinners on the table four nights a week. Once a term we had a fancy dinner party. When attempting my mother’s hazelnut
dacquoise for such an occasion, I realized i needed 1/4 cup cognac. However, for one thing, I was under aged. For
another, I was too cheap...err level-headed...to spend money on a bottle of anything when all I needed was 1/4 cup.
Living out in the Choates, I wasn’t far from some homes where I suspected there might be a bottle or two of neglected
cognac, so I started knocking on doors with my measuring cup. I still remember the lovely brick house where they let me
in, sat me down in the kitchen, listened to my sorry tale, told a few culinary tales of their own, and then sent me on my
way with what was probably quite an impressive 1/4 cup. I made that dacquoise and described my cognac quest to our
guests, who informed me that I had engaged in a much sought-after one-on-one meeting with Dean Shanahan... and I
didn’t even have to sign up for office hours!
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BETH BURNSIDE and
SARINA SCHRAGER

‘88s In the 5

0 States

We met senior year at Dartmouth working on a peer HIV education project called
RAID (responsible aids education at Dartmouth) with Jim Bramson and Steve Dettelbach. Fast
forward 28 years and we are both living in Madison, Wisconsin, and are physicians at the University of Wisconsin
School of Medicine and Public Health (Beth in Radiology and Sarina in Family Medicine), working together now on a
project to enhance shared decision-making in breast cancer screening in the primary care setting.
Sarina went to the University of Illinois College of Medicine, where she met her husband (Ken Loving, NU ’87, also a
family physician). She joined the UW Department of Family Medicine and Community Health in 1996. She and Ken have
two boys, Sam (16) and Caleb (14). She spends most of her time when not working, going to youth sporting events (soccer, hockey, and baseball games).
Beth went to medical school at Tufts and trained at
UCSF (in the Bay Area for 10 years) where she met
and married Patrick Rollins, Stanford ’90. She and
Pat have two boys, Jack (14) and James (11). She
joined the UW Department of Radiology in 2001 at
which time she and Sarina realized the coincidence of
their parallel lives. Beth also spends most of her time
attending the same youth sports as the Loving Family!
Things we love about living in Madison and Wisconsin:
-- Outdoor sports, taking advantage of beautiful lakes
and nature (winter: pond hockey, sledding, and cross
Sarina and Beth (2nd and 3rd from left, respectively) and their families
country skiing; summer: water skiing, boating, and
swimming)
-- Friendly Midwestern people (waving, smiling, and saying “hi” to strangers is acceptable)
--The Madison farmer’s market
--The Packers and Brewers (sort of a stretch for Beth and Sarina who grew up Cubs and Bears fans)
--Good beer and really good cheese.
--Wisconsin Badgers sports
Madison urban legend: “It is tundra in the winter…” It is not that bad (similar to beautiful Hanover), and the summer is
amazing!!!

Meet our Class Liaisons -- our eyes and ears on campus
Kimmi Bolsinger ‘18

Originally from Cincinnati, Kimmi is majoring in environmental engineering and will be going to Buenos
Aires next summer for her Spanish LSA.
“I love to travel and am really looking forward to going abroad to Buenos Aires soon. In my free time on
campus I tend to spend a lot of time at the river in the early fall and late spring, whether it’s kayaking
with Ledyard or just hanging out with friends. Last winter I spent a lot of time at the Skiway, which was
incredible considering skiing in Ohio doesn’t really happen. I also was part of the Dimensions show for
prospective students last year, which was probably my favorite freshman experience.”

									

Austin Zaelke ‘19

Austin hails from LA and has just completed his first term. He’s an outdoorsy guy, with a focus on
rock climbing and snowboarding, which he will be teaching this winter. When indoors, he performs
with the sketch comedy group, Displaced. He thinks he wants to do environmental engineering, but
you never know – it’s early days. Austin is very excited to meet the ‘88s.
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Dartmouth On Location
Want to learn more about the upcoming 2016 election,
and see a fellow ‘88 in action at the same time? Dartmouth on Location is offering two talks in February, and
Charlie Wheelan will be speaking at both venues.
Become An Informed Voter
PRINCETON, NJ		
February 6, 2016

One Day College
PALM BEACH, FL
February 25, 2016

More information:
http://alumni.dartmouth.edu/events/DartmouthonLocation

SEND NEWS TO:

Ann Jackman and Julie Pelkan Glusker

d88newslettereditor@gmail.com

WINTER CARNIVAL
Feb 11-14
Hanover, NH

This newsletter can also be
viewed on our class Website: www.dartmouth88.org
(where the hyperlinks are
actually clickable!)

